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Part I: SLOs-- 

The Underlying Theory 

 

#1: The Nature of Learning   

 We learn best when we are asked to apply what we have learned. 

 We learn best when we see learning as relevant and useful.  

 We learn best when we are asked to demonstrate what we have learned.  

 We learn best when the goals to be achieved, and standards of achievement for 

reaching those goals, are made clear and precise.  

 We learn best when we get feedback about what we are doing right, and what we 

are doing wrong.  

 Lecturing is most effective when people are asked to apply what was learned in 

lecture, and when the lecturer gets feedback concerning the effectiveness of the 

lecture.   

 

#2: Relevance of Application  

 Application of learning is most effective when learning is made relevant.  

 Learning is made relevant when it:  

 A. Ties into the concerns and goals of the learner.  

 B.  Provides the learner with skills and information that is tested by way of learner 

 performance in a group setting.  

 C.  Gets evaluated, directed and reinforced as learning proceeds.  

 D.  Links up to other domains of learning and knowledge.  

  

#3:  The Difference Between SLOs & Objectives  

 Objectives measure whether or not a student has completed a task in such a way 

that a passing grade is obtained.  
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 Objectives are determined by what an instructor will cover in class, and how 

students will show that they have understood the material covered. 

 Objectives focus on tasks students must complete so as to pass the course.  

 SLOs measure what a student will be able to do in "rest of life situations" as a 

result of learning.  

 SLOs are determined by envisioning what sort of transformation students should 

undergo as a result of the learning which takes place in the course.  

 SLOs focus on what students should be able to do "out there" as a result of the 

learning which takes place "in here", in a course. 

#4.   Assessment & Grading as Seen From the SLO Framework  

 Assessment is about finding the appropriate ways for students to demonstrate 

their ability to meet SLOs. 

 Grading is not carried out in order to give a grade. Rather, grading is seen as a 

form of feedback relative to SLOs.  

 The purpose of grading: To track, evaluate and provide feedback about learning.  

 Having a student achieve the student leaning outcome is the goal. A grade is used 

to let the student know what they are doing right and wrong relative to SLOs.  

 Grading focuses not on content per se, but on how to evaluate whether or not 

students are hitting the SLO targets.  

#5.  Teaching as Seen From the SLO Framework  

 Teachers are facilitators. Their role is to help learning happen.  

 Teachers present and organize information according to what practices will best 

help students learn.  

 Teaching focuses not on covering content per se, but on covering content in a 

way that will most likely lead to the achievement of SLOs.  

 Teachers are willing to adapt, change gears (slow down or speed up), and add or 

delete content if and when doing these things promotes student learning.  
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What Are SLOs?  

SLO is an acronym for “student learning outcome.” SLOs are general student 

achievement goals, as opposed to teaching intentions (often called "teaching objectives"). 

SLOs are general goals that describe what a student should learn to do outside of the 

class as a result of learning experiences that take place within a class. A teaching 

objective, on the other hand, is a statement that describes what an instructor will do in a 

class or lesson, or what an instructor desires or intends to occur as the result of a class or 

lesson. Consider the following examples. Which would you say are student learning 

outcomes, and which are teaching objectives?  

1. Students will be introduced to the standards and methods of research in 

psychology. 

2. Students who successfully complete this course and its requirements will be able 

to apply psychology's standards and methods of research in their every day life by 

way of correcting research errors and solving research problems in the essay 

portions of our exams, and by way of two essays.   

3. Students will be introduced to how trigonometry is applied in industrial 

engineering.  

4. Students who successfully complete this course and its requirements will be able 

to apply the methods of trigonometry to solve simple industrial engineering 

problems.      

 

The odd numbers above are examples of teaching objectives. The even numbers are 

examples of student learning outcomes (SLOs). Notice that SLOs address what students 

are supposed to be able to do as a result of the learning process. SLOs thereby address 

the end result of the learning--the "end-product" or "final target" of the learning process.  

 

Since SLOs are learning goals, they focus on what students will have to do in order to 

demonstrate learning. Thus, SLOs cannot be conceived without introducing the notion of 

student assessment. Indeed, unlike objectives, which can be written and conceived 

without implicating student assessment, SLOs necessarily implicate student assessment in 

their writing and conception. Let's tease this out and explain it further.  
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Consider the following: If we set up a teaching objective as our target, it can be assessed 

without considering students: "Did I cover that material? Did I introduce everything to 

the students tonight?", are some assessment questions an instructor may ask as she or he 

considers objectives. In other words, given a teaching objective, the instructor ends up 

focusing on assessing him or herself, his or her performance.  

 However, if we set up an SLO as our target, we must ask these kinds of questions:  

 "Did the students get it? How can I find out?" 

 "What's the best way to get them to prove they know what they've learned?" 

 "Is my assessment of their performance useful in helping them get it the next time 

around?" 

These questions follow because SLOs are 

supposed to be assessed in terms of what 

students are able to do, as opposed to being 

assessed in terms of whether or not a teacher 

"covered" or "went over" content.  Since an SLO focuses on student learning, it leads us 

to consider and articulate how students learn best and how that learning will be best 

demonstrated and evaluated.  

 

Writing SLOs  

 

Well written SLOs possess these three features: 

a) They describe what exactly students will have to do in order to show that they 

have learned and will be able to do in "rest of life" situations.   

b) They describe the manner in which students will have to do it (the medium, 

context, type of project, etc.). 

c) They describe the criteria that will be used to assess what has been done. 

 

To review and sum it up, here are the three SLOs, placed in sequential order, moving 

from fair, to good, to excellent:  

 

FAIR SLO: Students will demonstrate their understanding and appreciation of 

major movements in art history by way of two in-class essay exams and two oral 

presentations. 

SLOs address the end result of a course 

or program; they describe the "end-

product" or "final target" of the learning 

process and what students will be able to 

do "out there." 
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GOOD SLO: Students will describe the importance, while analyzing and 

contrasting the socio-cultural and artistic impacts of, major movements in art 

history by way of two research papers. 

 

EXCELLENT SLO: Students will who successfully complete this course and its 

requirements will leave this course with the ability to describe the importance, while 

analyzing and contrasting the socio-cultural and artistic impacts of, major 

movements in art history by way of two clear, coherent, well documented, thorough 

and accurate research essays. 

 

Basic Features of SLOs 

 

Now that we have a sense of what type of thing an SLO is, consider the following basic 

features of SLOs:  

    SLOs focus on what learners will do, and not on what professors will cover. 

    SLOs use action verbs. 

    SLOs aim at higher-level learning and are not content focused.  

    SLOs capture the big-picture; the overall, basic purpose of the learning process.  

    SLOs capture what students are supposed to do. 

    SLOs ask students to apply what they have learned. 

    SLOs make reference to criteria used for student assessment. 

    SLOs can be assessed.  

 

To simplify the SLO writing process, let's break things down into a simple, four step 

procedure:  

  

Step #1:  Consider a fundamental attitude, knowledge, skill or ability that your 

student will hopefully internalize by the end of your course.  Describe what your 

student will be ABLE TO DO as a result of taking your course. 

 

Step #2:  Use action verbs to describe this outcome--be clear about exactly what they 

will be able to do and how they will do it.   

 

Step #3:  Write this in a way that can be assessed—directly or indirectly, 

qualitatively or quantitatively—someway, somehow.  

 

Step #4:   Make sure that the outcome assesses higher-level learning, as opposed to 

memorization, identification, repetition, etc. (see Bloom’s taxonomy for more on how 

to describe aspects of higher level learning. His taxonomy is printed at the end of this 

chapter, and you can also access it at our website: sccollege.edu/slo).   
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Now here are some examples of course specific SLOs:  

  

 History: Students who successfully complete this course and its requirements will 

leave this course with the ability to critique and defend America’s foreign policy 

in a way that is historically accurate, fair, clear and coherent during in class 

discussion and debate, and in essay exams.  

 Biology: Students who successfully complete this course and its requirements will 

leave this course with the ability to analyze and evaluate evolutionary theory by 

way of applying Darwinian models in class and on tests and doing so in a way 

that meets the standards of good empirical inquiry.   

 Speech: Students who successfully complete this course and its requirements will 

leave this course with the ability to create, and effectively present, professional 

and engaging persuasive speeches that are cogent, clear and concise.  

 Math: Students who successfully complete this course and its requirements will 

leave this course with the ability to identify and systematically analyze everyday 

problems, and carefully apply algebraic concepts to solve them, during in-class 

presentations and on exams.  

 Cultural Anthropology: Students who successfully complete this course and its 

requirements will leave this course with the ability to systematically and 

rigorously compare and contrast different models explaining the origin, relativity 

and function of cultural norms during in-class discussion and group exams.  

 Psychology: Students who successfully complete this course and its requirements 

will leave this course with the ability to create clear, elegant, empirical, plausible 

hypotheses about human behavior from the standpoint of various schools of 

psychology by way of group projects and research papers. 

 

 

More SLO Writing Tools 

 

Here is a list of action verbs (based on a simplification of Bloom's taxonomy) that can 

help you formulate and describe what students will learn and what they will do to 

demonstrate what they have learned in your course. Also, below this list is a rubric based 

on a general "Standards of Critical Thinking List" that you can use in grading course 

work and in describing what exactly students must do so as to achieve your course SLOs. 

 

Bloom's Taxonomy Reduced & Simplified 

 

1. Students "will show knowledge of X on exams" becomes: 

 "Will identify, list, describe, enumerate, define, match, or name X on exams."  

2. Students "will show comprehension of X on exams" becomes:  

 "Will argue, explain, re-describe, rewrite or defend X on exams." 
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3. Students "will show the application of X on exams" becomes:  

 "Will change, compute, use, solve with, or demonstrate X on exams." 

4. Students "will understand the parts and relationships of X on exams" becomes:   

 "Will diagram, map, outline, illustrate, chart, subdivide X on exams."  

5. Students "will synthesize aspects of X on exams" becomes:  

 "Will fuse, integrate, combine, unite, create, design, or compose on…"   

A Diagram Illustrating SLOs & Assessment at the Course Level  

We leave this section with a diagram that may shed light on how assessment is supposed 

to work and how it should help promote student learning at the course level:                                          

ILLUSTRATION OF AN ASSESSMENT CYCLE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Now that SCC faculy and staff are familiar with SLOs, the next question for us is: How  

will we create these assessment cycles? What will they look like? How will we assess  

student learning? Where will we house the data, the results?  

2.  CREATE ASSESSMENT 
TOOLS FOR MEASURING SLO 
PROGRESS & ACHIEVEMENT… 

4. REVIEW COURSE 
PURPOSE, METHODS 
& SLOs… 

 

1.  CREATE COURSE 
SLOs…  

3. USE THE ASSESSMENT DATA 
TO MAKE IMPROVEMENTS AND 
CONTINUE BEST PRACTICES…  
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A Diagram Illustrating SLOs & the Assessment Cycle at the Department Level  

Here is a diagram that illustrates what a Department's SLO Assessment Cycle would, 

ideally, look like, and what it could help us do:   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                         

As we prepare for our fall, 2008 accreditation team visit, we need to begin planning-out  

how departments will carry-out assessment cycles. Since department review is carried out  

every three years, we will have to figure-out how to implement mini assessment cycles  

(either one year or semester long cycles?), that fold and feed into section VI of  

our current department review document.  Figuring out the details, mechanisms, and  

logistics regarding how exactly the cycle represented above shall look like in each  

respective department is what we need to do next.   

 

2. INTERPRET THE 
ASSESSMENT 
DATA… 

4. REVIEW DEPT 
VALUES, MISSION 
AND SLOs… 

 

1. DISCUSS COURSE 
ASSESSMENT DATA & 
ASSESS COURSES TO 
SEE IF STUDENTS ARE 
ACHIEVING 
DEPARTMENT SLOs…  

3. KEEP THINGS THE 
SAME OR MAKE 
IMPROVEMENTS AND 
USE DATA FOR DEPT 
PLANNING AND 
REQUESTS…  
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Think—Critically, Creatively, and Reflectively  

 Critically analyze, evaluate, organize and use quantitative and 

qualitative data to solve problems and develop logical models, 

hypotheses and beliefs.  

 Creatively use concepts to make learning relevant.   

 Reflectively assess one’s values, assumptions, and attitudes.  

 Learn—About Self and Others, Academic and Professional Issues 

 Take responsibility for one’s own learning and wellbeing. 

 Learn about one’s chosen academic major, while creating 

connections across disciplines.   

 Learn about professional conduct, including workplace and 

community ethics, conflict management, and teamwork.  

Communicate—With Clarity & Accuracy & in Diverse Environments 

 Communicate ideas in a clear and articulate manner.  
 Communicate accurately to diverse audiences.    

 Communicate in various formats using diverse technologies.   

Act—With Awareness of Self & the Local & Global Community of 

Persons  

 Act to maintain one’s dignity and self-respect.  

 Act as a responsible community member who treats others with 

respect, civility, empathy, honesty and dignity.  
 Act to increase the wellbeing of the global community by 

maintaining cultural literacy, lifelong learning, ethical 

consideration of each other, and the environment we all share.  

 

 

Santiago Canyon College Student Learning Outcomes 
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Part II: SLO Models--SLOs in the 

Classroom 

 

What the SLO Based Classroom Looks Like 

 The instructor enters the classroom with the central goal in mind: Help students 

achieve course SLOs.  

 Typically, the class begins with some sort of assessment. Examples:  

 Students are asked to write down what was learned during the last class 

meeting. The instructor then ties responses back into course SLOs.  

 Class begins with a discussion about the material covered in the previous 

class meeting. The discussion is guided by a question or questions that aim at 

moving students toward achieving course SLOs. 

 Throughout the classroom meeting, the students and the professor explore course 

themes, content and tasks that aim at course SLOs.  

 Typically, the class ends with some sort of assessment. Examples:  

 Students are asked to write down what was learned during the class meeting.  

 Students are asked to discuss what was covered, what was clear and unclear, 

or what they would like repeated next time.    

 Students are asked to summarize the lesson.  

 Students are asked to link what they learned in class today to what was 

learned in other classes that same week.  

 Students are asked to give a "real world" application of the material, such as 

using it to analyze a current issue, or a personal issue, or to answer a question in 

the textbook.  

 Students are asked to relate the information learned today to the information 

learned last time, to some future project, or some future test question.  

 Students are asked to use the information covered today to write one or two 

test questions.  

 Students are asked to come up to the front of class and summarize two basic 

points made during the class session (extra credit may be used to provide an 

incentive).  

 As learning progresses, students periodically do something that shows they have 

gained some ability relative to course SLOs.  For example, students can create 

major projects (presentations, speeches, journals), write essays or take exams that 

are used to measure achievement of SLOs.  
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The SLO Framework & Syllabi 

           In addition to classroom impacts, SLO based education asks us to consider how 

we present our courses and structure them on paper with respect to that guiding document 

known as the syllabus. The SLO based syllabus is perhaps best understood by contrasting 

it with a content centered syllabus. Consider the following example of a content centered 

syllbus for an English 101 course:   

-----------------------------------------------English 101------------------------------------------- 

Hypothetical Gold Mountain College 

Summer, 2005 

Instructor: Billy Johnson, MA                                                                                   

 

Course Objectives 

This course will introduce students to effective reading and writing of argumentative and 

descriptive essays in modern, academic style. The course focuses on proper grammar, proper 

style, proper argumentation in writing, and effective reading.    

 

Course Requirements 

Students will be required to do all the readings and discuss them in class. Students will also write 

three essays. In addition, there will be a mid-term and final exam. No late work will be accepted.  

 

Text 

Rebecca M. Garson, Mastering English Reading and Writing  (Polar Bear Books; NY, 2003). 

 

TENTATIVE SCHEDULE OF UNITS COVERED 

 

WEEK 1.        UNIT ONE: Lessons 1.1-1.6 

July 5-10 

 

WEEK 2.        UNITS TWO & THREE: Lessons 2.1-2.4 & Lessons 3.1-3.4 

July 12-17       *First Essay Due. 

 

WEEK 3.        UNITS FOUR & FIVE: Lessons 4.1-4.4 & Lessons 5.1-5.4 

 July 19-24      *Second Essay Due. Midterm Exam.  

 

WEEK 4.        UNIT SIX: Lessons 6.1-6.4 

July 26-31        

 

WEEK 5.        UNIT SEVEN: Lessons 7.1-7.4 

August 2-7      Final Essay Due. Final Exam. 

Note first that this content centered syllabus does not detail what students will be able to 

do as a result of taking the course. Moreover, it does not detail how they will do it, or 

how they will be assessed. What students will do, how, why, where and when, is not 
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delineated--all this remains vague and obscure. The syllabus has the connotation of being 

merely content centered, and not student focused.   

Consider the following SLO based syllabus:  

-----------------------------------------------English 101------------------------------------------- 

Hypothetical Gold Mountain College 

Summer, 2005 

Instructor: Mary-Lou Wilson, MA                                                                                   

 

Student Learning Outcomes  

1) Students will demonstrate the ability to communicate clearly, effectively, coherently and 

logically, in speaking and writing, by way of one in-class informative speech, one expository 

essay, one research paper, and one exam (the final).  

2) Students will demonstrate the ability to effectively argue a position and utilize mechanisms of 

persuasion in an attempt to persuade an audience by way of one argumentative essay.     

 

Course Concepts & Skills 

    *Concepts: Communication virtues and vices; Mechanisms of Persuasion; Exposition vs. 

Argument; Research & Information Analysis; Fallacies of Reasoning.    

    *Skills: Organize ideas to achieve an end result; work within a team to create persuasive 

arguments and debate them; apply oral, written and listening skills to analyze, evaluate and 

synthesize information.  

 

Course Themes 

1) Persuasion in the Media: Consumerism, Rhetoric and Detecting Truth  

3) Everyday Communication Breakdown & Solutions   

4) Thinking and Writing about Ethical & Political Issues & Dilemmas  

 

Student Tasks & Course Assessment 

Students will be given explicit directions and lessons on how to argue, write and speak, including 

specific rubrics that detail what exactly effective communication is and how exactly one should 

do it.  These directions, lessons and rubrics will in turn be used to grade your essays, debates, 

paper, presentation and exam. You will be responsible for internalizing these directions, lessons 

and  rubrics, and for demonstrating that you have learned what they mean and how they are used.  

  

Course Requirements 

Students will be required to do all the readings and discuss them in class. Students will write two 

essays and one research paper; and, they will present one speech, and take one exam. No late 

work will be accepted.  

 

Text 

Tim D.. Quine, English Reading, Writing & Argumentation  (Hummingbird Books; NY, 1998). 

 

TENTATIVE SCHEDULE OF UNITS COVERED 

 

WEEK 1.        UNIT ONE: Lessons 1.1-1.6 

July 5-10         *Work on outline for expository essay and informative speech 
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WEEK 2.        UNITS TWO & THREE: Lessons 2.1-2.4 & Lessons 3.1-3.4 

July 12-17       *Expository Essay Due on Monday. Informative speeches on Friday. 

 

WEEK 3.        UNITS FOUR & FIVE: Lessons 4.1-4.4 & Lessons 5.1-5.4 

 July 19-24      *Read outlines for research essays. Work on argumentative essay outline.  

  Debates on Thursday. 

 

WEEK 4.        UNIT SIX: Lessons 6.1-6.4 

July 26-31       *Argumentative essay due on Wednesday. Debates on Thursday. 

 

WEEK 5.        UNIT SEVEN: Lessons 7.1-7.4 

August 2-7      Research paper due. Final Exam. 

 

 

Consider two main differences between the two syllabi above: 

 

 The content based syllabus delineates teaching objectives--what the instructor 

will do. It is vague with respect to what students will be getting out of the 

classroom, what they will have to do meet the instructor's objectives, and how 

exactly they will do it. The SLO based syllabus, on the other hand, sets forth 

student learning outcomes--what students will do to demonstrate learning.   

 The content based syllabus does not contain overriding themes that are linked 

to student performance and assessment of learning. The SLO based syllabus 

places focus on underlying themes--on a few basic ideas and unifying topics--

that illuminate what the course is all about. Such themes also provide 

guidance, and lend focus and intelligibility to both learning and instruction.     

In conclusion, SLO based syllabi not only help instructors clarify what they do and 

exactly what the purpsoe of their course is, but also, what kinds of activities and 

assessment criteria will be most effective in getting students to internalize and realize the 

purpose--the basic overall aim and meaning--of the course. The process of writing SLO 

based syllabi takes time and effort--instructors have to do a lot of course analysis and 

reflection on the meaning and purpose of their courses.  However, the process and the 

finished product can be extremly rewarding. The students should obtain clarity about why 

the course is important, what kind of learning should take place, and what they need to do 

to succeed. Professors should obtain clarity of purpose, student involvement, and more 

meaningful classroom interaction with students.   
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SLOs & Rubrics   

In order to help students achieve SLOs, it is important to let students know what exactly 

the learning target is, and what they need to do to hit it. Imagine you teach Art History, 

and this is one of your course SLOs:  

Students will leave this course with the ability to describe, analyze and contrast the 

socio-cultural and artistic impacts of major movements in art history by way of four 

clear, coherent, well documented, thorough and accurate research essays. 

 

Given this SLO, it now becomes clear to both the instructors and students how  

assessment will occur. In fact, it is so clear that we can use this SLO to create a grading 

rubric that demonstrates to students and instructors what exactly must be done to achieve 

the learning outcome and how it must be done. Here's what such a rubric might look like 

for this SLO:  

                              /  Clear   / Coherent   / Well Documented    / Thorough    / Accurate 

1. The paper 

identifies the 

importance of the 

major movement 

and its impact on 

culture and the art-

world. 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

2. The paper 

contrasts the major 

movement with 

another major 

movement in art 

history. 

 

     

3. The paper 

analyzes the major 

movement, breaking 

it down in terms of 

its origin, evolution, 

essential stylistic 

features and 

purpose. 

 

     

 

Below is another example of a course rubric. This rubric was developed by professor 

Pimentel after he wrote five SLOs according to what he thought students were supposed 
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to learn as a result of taking his Critical Thinking course. After writing the SLOs, this 

instructor added modifiers that further specified how learning was going to be measured, 

and thus, how exactly students were to perform. As you consider this rubric, try this 

exercise: Use the rubric to guess at and write down what you think was an SLO for this 

instructor's Critical Thinking course. Here is the rubric: 

--------------------------------------Normative/Evaluative Paper Rubric------------------------------------- 

                                      

Normative/Evaluative Paper            A (excellent)      B (good)        C (OK)     D (less than OK)   F (fails) 

 

1.  Clear and precise thesis. 
     

 

2.  Defines terms precisely and clearly. 
 

 

 

 

    

3.  *Ethical criteria* (ethical criteria are 

clearly stated, and carefully, precisely and 

thoroughly supported). 

 

 

 

 

 

    

4.  Analysis is fair, clear, precise and 

thorough.  

     

5.  Argumentation: arguments are clear, 

fair, precise, well supported, systematic 

and careful.  

 

 

 

 

 

    

6. Objectivity: The paper reflects on claims 

and assumptions, and considers objections 

and counterarguments. 

 

     

 

*Format                                                                                                       Sufficient        Not sufficient 

 

8.  The paper contains an introduction, a body in which the thesis is 

supported, and a conclusion.  

 

  

9.  The minimum paper length is met.  

 

  

                                                                                                             

 Final Grade: __________.  Comments: 
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  Benefits From Using Rubrics 

 

Such rubrics can be used in at least three ways that are pedagogically effective.  

 First, instructors can use such rubrics while grading student work, such as papers. 

Instructors can fill in the matrix categories in various ways. For example, 

instructors can utilize checkmarks (e.g., "check plus", "check", and "check minus" 

for each criterion), or numbers (1 for excellent, 2 for good, 3 for fair, etc.) , or 

letter grades (A, B, C, etc.) to represent the degree of achievement of each 

criterion. 

 Second, instructors can hand out such rubrics to students so students know exactly 

what they will have to do in order to achieve an SLO.  

 Third, instructors can require students to use such rubrics to evaluate their own 

work as they proof their own papers. Instructors may require students to fill-in 

and turn-in these rubrics with their papers.   
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Part III: SLO Guided Action 

 

STEP#1: Course Description  

Consider one of your basic 101, intro courses. Begin by answering this: What is the 

course all about? Why is the course important? What will the students be doing? What 

topics and information will be covered?  

______________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________. 

 

Step #2: Turning Objectives into SLOs  

Now consider your current objectives, and transform them into three SLOs.  Write down 

your three SLOs:  

 1.  ______________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________. 

 2.  ______________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________. 
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 3.  ______________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________. 

 

STEP#3: Course Concepts & Skills  

Now consider three central course concepts and skills that students will need to know in 

order to achieve those outcomes.        

CONCEPTS                                                      SKILLS 

1.  1. 

2. 2. 

3. 3. 

 

STEP#4: Course Themes & SLOs 

Now consider three "course themes" that can unify, and add interest and relevance, to 

your course SLOs, and your central course concepts and skills.       

 1.  ______________________________________________________________ 

 2.  ______________________________________________________________ 

 3.  ______________________________________________________________ 
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STEP#5: Using SLOs to Create Informal In-class Assessment Tools  

Now consider two simple in-class activities that students must DO in order to informally 

demonstrate that some level of SLO achievement is taking place in your course:   

 1.  ______________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________. 

 2.  ______________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________. 

 

STEP#6: Using SLOs to Create Major Assessment Projects  

Now consider two major in-class or out-of-class projects that students must DO in order 

to formally demonstrate achievement of one of your SLOs:  

 1.  ______________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________. 

 2.  ______________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________. 
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STEP#7: Using Rubrics To Assess Major Projects     

Now consider five standards, properties or characteristics that students should exhibit 

while carrying out the project/assessment exercise listed in step #5 above.   

---------------------------------Assessment Rubric for Major Project--------------------------------- 

                                      

____________________ Project                    A (excellent)      B (good)        C (OK)     D (less than OK)   F (fails) 

 

1.  ____________________________ 

 

     

 

2.  ____________________________ 
 

 

 

 

    

 

3. _______________________  
 

 

 

 

    

 

4.  ______________________  

 

     

 

5.  __________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

Step #8: Adding Content & Writing the Syllabus  

Now think of the best book, or best set of materials, that will help students effectively 

work through 1-7. Bring all of this together in the form of a completed syllabus. Here is 

what a SLO based syllabus may look like in skeletal, outline form:  

 Instructor, text, school information, and course description. 

 Three to Six SLOs.   

 Course Themes. 

 Course Concepts & Skills.  

 Assessment Projects.  

 Course Content/Week by week descriptions.  
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Part IV: SLO Applications 

 

Quick Informal & Formal Assessment of SLOs In the Classroom 

 Ask students, five to ten minutes before the end of class, to quickly write down what 

they learned that day.  

 Ask students, five to ten minutes before the end of class, to write a short response 

summarizing what was discussed during class.  

 Ask students, five to ten minutes before the end of class, to write down how today's 

class meeting links to the previous class meeting. 

 Ask students, five to ten minutes before the end of class, to summarize two key points 

dealt with in class, and to share those two key points with the student sitting next to 

them.  

 Ask students, five to ten minutes before the end of class, to write down what was the 

clearest and the most obscure point of the class meeting. Address these points during 

the next class meeting.  

 Ask students, five to ten minutes before the end of class, to open up their books and 

quote three passages out of the text that illustrate three points dealt with in the 

classroom.  

 Ask students to respond, at the beginning of class, or at the end of class, to questions 

placed on the board.   

 Short weekly quizzes at the beginning or end of class, on short fiteen item scantrons.  

 10 minute weekly quizzes in which a blank piece of paper is taken out and students 

are asked to turn in one short response to a question. 

 10 minute weekly quizzes in which students are asked to describe three important 

points from the previous class meeting. 

 10 minute group quizzes in which students are asked to solve a problem.  
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Major SLO Projects  

 In-class presentations. 

 In-class debates. 

 End of semester in-class speeches. 

 In-class group projects turned in after group work terminates. 

 Mid-semester or end-of-semester journal projects. 

 Portfolio projects.  

 Film projects.  

SLOs at the Course Level 

 During the first week of class, have your students answer the following questions:  

 1. What do you seek to learn from this course? 

 2. What three goals do you think you should achieve from taking this course?  

 3. What have you learned from other courses that you think should be reinforced 

 and also found in this course? 

 4.  What three things can you do to help yourself achieve the goals stated in #2?  

 Use informal assessment exercises to get students to reflect on their major course 

projects (tie informal assessment to formal assessment).  

 Tie both informal and formal assessment not only to course content, but also to 

what students do on a daily basis or outside of the classroom. Consider linking 

assessment to the following:  

 1. Intra-personal problem solving and academic trouble-shooting.  

 2. Interpersonal problems (home problems, work problems, relationship 

 problems).  
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SLOs at the Department Level  

Here are some steps a department can take in beginning this process of creating SLO and 

SLO Assessment Cycles:  

1. Have a discussion with department members about what a degree major, an 

intro student, etc., should learn after having taken "X" amount of courses, 

or the "intro course", or after obtaining an AA degree. 

2. Survey students about what they have in fact learned, and also what they 

think they should have learned but did not learn.  

3. Investigate web-sites from other colleges. The internet is a great source for 

finding out what other departments and schools require of their students. 

4. Establish three to six tentative outcomes. Discuss what kinds of projects 

and tasks and tests would best assess these outcomes.  

5. Dissiminate the SLOs and best assessment methods to all members of the 

department. Request that faculty implement them into syllabi.  

6. Ask faculty to get feedback from students concerning whether or not they 

think the outcomes are sound and clear. Ask other departments to review 

the outcomes. (Consider how different departments may want to parallel 

outcomes, tasks and assessment methods so as to increase the probablility 

of student SLO achievement.)  

7. Review the assessment data and consider rewriting the SLOs or keepting 

them the same.  

8. Research "Best Practices" in your discipline.  

9. Consider ways to bolster "Best Practices", while refining those that need 

improvement. 
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Part V: SCC SLO Documents 

 

Santiago Canyon College Student Learning Outcomes 

Think—Critically, Creatively, and Reflectively  

 Critically analyze, evaluate, organize and use quantitative and 

qualitative data to solve problems and develop logical models, 

hypotheses and beliefs.  

 Creatively use concepts to make learning relevant.   

 Reflectively assess one’s values, assumptions, and attitudes.  

 Learn—About Self and Others, Academic and Professional Issues 

 Take responsibility for one’s own learning and wellbeing. 

 Learn about one’s chosen academic major, while creating 

connections across disciplines.   

 Learn about professional conduct, including workplace and 

community ethics, conflict management, and teamwork.  

Communicate—With Clarity & Accuracy & in Diverse Environments 

 Communicate ideas in a clear and articulate manner.  
 Communicate accurately to diverse audiences.    

 Communicate in various formats using diverse technologies.   

Act—With Awareness of Self & the Local & Global Community of 

Persons  

 Act to maintain one’s dignity and self-respect.  

 Act as a responsible community member who treats others with 

respect, civility, empathy, honesty and dignity.  
 Act to increase the wellbeing of the global community by 

maintaining cultural literacy, lifelong learning, ethical 

consideration of each other, and the environment we all share.  
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-------------------SCC's Statement of Principles of Assessment------------------ 
 

SCC's Mission & Assessment 

As stated in the SCC Mission Statement, SCC is a "learning community" that is 

"dedicated to intellectual and personal growth." The SCC learning community 

encompasses both faculty and students.  Thus, SCC has identified itself as a "learning" 

centered institution that is dedicated to "growth" which is conducive to learning. As a 

learning centered institution, SCC is committed to the learning of both its professors, 

staff and students.  The learning that occurs as professors, staff and students interact is 

what SCC is all about; it is our reason for existing.   

 

What Assessment Means Here at SCC  

We can see that SCC was committed to college-wide learning and the assessment of 

learning prior to the accreditation mandates. Now that accreditation mandates for 

assessment are in place, we at SCC will use the assessment process for the purpose of 

developing more effective ways to meet the needs of our students and achieve the goals 

of the SCC learning community.         

 

The Function of Assessment at SCC 

SCC will use assessment to help both students and faculty meet the goals of the SCC 

learning community. In other words, SCC will use assessment to improve student 

learning, and to help both students and professors learn more about the learning process 

itself. 

 

What Assessment Will Look Like at SCC 

Assessment at SCC will look like a feedback loop:  SCC members will consult faculty 

and students about the SCC Learning Community's needs, and best learning and teaching 

practices, and then this information will be used to help the SCC Learning Community 

grow and flourish with respect to skills and knowledge. We will use multiple methods 

and standards of evaluation to assess such skills and knowledge, and we will consult 

multiple parties as we carry out assessment. The entire process will be guided by the 

following fundamental, chief principle:  reflective awareness and practice.  Thus, 

assessment at SCC is all about helping students and professors reflect upon and 

become more aware of how they can best learn, and how they can best teach.   

 

How Assessment Will Be Carried Out at SCC 

The SCC faculty, in association and consultation with the various members of the SCC 

learning community, will create, refine and modify Student Learning Outcomes, and the 

assessment activities that will provide us feedback concerning SLOs. Each department 

will be asked to creatively and critically develop its own methods of assessment. The 

SLOs and assessment tools will always be open to negotiation and modification. Fixed 

statistical techniques and methods imposed on faculty.  No one will be asked or be forced 

to implement every single SLO into any given classroom, or any given department 

program. No particular faculty member will be asked or be forced to implement every 

single SLO into any given course syllabus.        
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--------------------14 Guiding Principles of Assessment at SCC----------------- 
 

*Seven Positive Core Principles--Assessment at SCC:   

1)   Will be used to provide improved feedback to students so as to help them better 

understand how they learn and how they learn best.  

2)   Will be used to provide improved feedback to professors so as to help them learn 

about the learning process and hence become more effective instructors.    

3)   Will be used to provide improved feedback so as to increase the effectiveness of the 

various micro and macro mechanisms that cause the SCC Learning Community to grow 

and flourish.  

4)   Will be used to provide improved feedback so as to help us better understand the 

diverse experiences, backgrounds, capacities, potentialities, and needs of our students, 

while helping us develop new, creative, progressive, diverse and evolving methods of 

assessment that will help students unleash and utilize their diverse talents and strengths.  

5)   Will be used to provide improved feedback concerning what exactly helps our 

students achieve personal and intellectual growth during their stay here at SCC.    

6)   Will be used to provide improved feedback so as to help professors collectively 

discuss, analyze and reflect upon their philosophy and methods of education.   

7)   Will be used to provide improved feedback concerning the goals the SCC Learning 

Community determines to be important and worthy of assessment.     

  

*Seven Negative Core Principles--Assessment at SCC:   

1)   Will not be used as an end in-itself. Assessment that does not help students and 

professors become better learners is wasteful and pointless.   

2)   Will not be used to reward or punish faculty, departments, or staff, or increase or 

decrease their salaries. The point of assessment is not to distribute prizes or inflict 

punishments, but rather, to help SCC become a better Learning Community.  

3)   Will not be used to decrease morale or engender bickering factions within our 

community, but rather, to increase morale, a sense of unity and collective purpose, and  

personal and intellectual growth amongst all members of SCC.  Assessment that does not 

promote and sustain morale, growth and community is wasteful and harmful to our 

Learning Community.  

4)   Will not be used in a way that will impinge upon the academic freedom or 

professional rights of faculty.   

5)   Will not be used as some sort of panacea that will quickly and easily solve all of our 

educational issues, or answer all of our needs, questions and investigations concerning 

teaching and learning. 

6)   Will not be used to hinder intellectual creativity, or inhibit non-traditional styles of 

thinking and writing, or censor information that falls outside of the traditional canons of 

academia.    

7)   Will not assume that every single student must be assessed every semester, or that  

assessment must be or need be quantitative, or that there is only one way to assess, or that  

assessment will answer all of our educational needs and questions, or that assessment is 

about being accountable to outside parties, or that assessment is about mere grading.    

 


